		WINDOWS 365
YOUR EASY WAY
TOWARDS THE CLOUD PC!
sepago. making people love it.

Going slowly back towards the new normal means organizations across the globe are challenged
with adopting digital solutions to keep their people connected and collaborating, whether they are
working from home or at the office or anywhere in between. The answer to this challenge could be
hybrid work, which in itself creates new opportunities, but also new challenges. Onboarding of new
employees, contractors and vendors needs to be done with a zero touch approach across a variety
of devices and locations, while still maintaining a high security posture. It is a challenge to address
these needs with agility without overburdening IT, letting costs get out of control, sacrificing productivity, or compromising security.
One answer to this could be Windows 365 – Microsoft’s new cloud PC. Just as Microsoft brought
Office to the cloud with Office 365 ten years ago, they are now bringing Windows to the cloud with
Windows 365. Windows 365 is a cloud service that delivers a new way to experience Windows 10
or Windows 11, streaming all personalized apps, settings, and content from the Microsoft cloud to
any device and operating system.
The Windows 365 Cloud PC experience:

Streamed across
devices
You will be able
to boot instantly
to your Cloud PC,
streaming your Windows experience to
any of your devices.

Always ready and
updated
Streamed from the
cloud and traveling
with you, Windows
365 is always ready
and always updated, wherever you
are, on whatever
device you want
to work on. It’s a
simple and versatile
Windows experience delivered by the
Microsoft cloud.

Personal and
familiar
Windows 365 is
personalized and
familiar with all of
your settings and
content, so when
you go back into
your Cloud PC it is
right where you left
it.

Scalable and
resilient
Windows 365 is
secure by
design, leveraging
the power of the
cloud and the
principles of Zero
Trust. Information is
secured and
stored in the cloud,
not on the device.

Predictable costs
Windows 365
makes purchasing
Cloud PCs predictable with per-user
per-month pricing.

Simple to buy,
deploy, and
manage
Windows 365 simplifies
procurement,
deployment, management, and
updates because
unlike other
solutions, it uses
virtualization
behind the scenes.

And lastly, it’s scalable and resilient to support changing workforce needs and new business
scenarios.

Agenda

We at sepago want to support you with the introduction of Windows 365. One easy way to find out
if and how Windows 365 is the right solution for you is a the sepago Windows 365 PoC. In the course
of 5 man-days, you will get to know Windows 365 and its features and get a feeling of how to deploy
and use Windows 365 for your organization:

1.

Workshop: Windows 365 and different use cases

2.

Workshop: joint target picture for
PoC and common success criteria

3.

Allocation of licenses, initial configuration of Microsoft Endpoint Manager and Windows 365

4.

Deployment of Cloud PCs

5.

Software Rollout with Microsoft
Endpoint Manager

6.

Workshop: Evaluation of PoC and
next steps

First, we will introduce Windows 365 and different use cases in a half-day workshop. After you get
to know the solution, we will define a joint target picture for the PoC and common success criteria to
find out, if Windows 365 is the right Virtual Desktop Infrastructure solution for you. Using
Microsoft Endpoint Manager as the chosen management solution for Windows 365, you will already
get a feeling of how to deploy and manage Windows 365 for your organization.
For this small, scalable PoC there are some prerequisites to ensure the PoC can run as a smooth
project. We will discuss those in a first joint meeting.
If you decide to roll out Windows 365 across your organization, we would be happy to be your
implementation partner of choice. Here, it is important for us not only to look at technical challenges
but also to take your organization along the way. New solutions can lead to new processes, which
can bring a certain amount of resistance from your organization. Together, we will build up these
new processes. To ensure the new processes are also part of your organization, we offer you
extensive change and adoption management consisting of a variety of proven techniques to ensure
your best fit for your organization.
Combining adoption and change management with joint process creation ensures that Windows
365 can bring the most value for you.

"Hybrid work is here to stay. Find out which of the various
Microsoft cloud solutions is the best one for you and
your company!"
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